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Although wdMen comprise the ,major,ity of the
population, fewer than _9 percentarre employed as scientists and
atgineers.-gesearch indicates that girlk have poorer attitudes toward
)setence, enroll less' often in 'science cVurses, demonstrate lower
achievginent levels in science, and have- fewer experiences with
science' or instruments.-Among the factors identified as ,

contributing to the dearth of girls and women in science courses and
careers are social factors. (role mbdels, sex role stereotyping),
educational factors (enrollment patterns, parent/teacher
expectation,s, classroom_ Mid extracurricular actiyities), and personal
factors ('spatial visualization). This paper examines each type of
,factor andsuggests ways to eliminate negative ones. Briefly,-the
effect of sex /role stereotyping of physical science courses and
careers as masculine deters- entrance_ by, and retention of, adolescent
girls. Furtfiermore, the lack of female role models has a negative

i effect, particularly on earlyvadolpscent In addition, girls
,have fewer opportunities to develdp spptial visualizationskillS,
which may be an importaitt factor in science achievement. However, the
most critical difference occurt within science classrooms. Research'
shows-that girls have -fewer experiences with science instruments,
materials, or techniques. This difference must be addressed by every
science teacher to eliminate inequalities in science education.
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Althdugh women comprise the majority of our populatn. fewer than 9°G; are employed
as scientists and engineers. As the nation addresses the needfor improved scientific literacy as '
%Veil as for, increased numbers of scientists, technicians, and engineers, the tole of women can
no longer be ignored. Research indidates that gills.have poorer attitudes toward science, enroll
lesA often in Science coutses; demonstrate lower ap;hie;ement levels in science, and have
fewer eXperiencqs 'with the instruments or materials of science.

Marty factors have been id&ntifted as to the dearth of girls and women lie
science courses and careers. Among them are social faotors Vole models and sex role stereo-
typing), educational factors teniellment patteres,parent/teacber expectation, classroom and
extracurricular activities), altd personal factors (spatial visualization). This_paper examines
each type of factor add.suggests ways to eliminate negative ones. Briefly, the effect of sex/role
stereotyping of physical science creeses and carers as masculine deters the entrance into and
the retentionnradorescent girls. Furthermoreae lack of female role models in science has a
negative effecl,pallicularly on Bally adolescent girls = Jn addit4404rls have fewer oliportuni-
ties to dever'Optpati§1 visualization skills than boys do. .Such skills may be an important factor
in science 4hieVement.

Howevei0he most critical differeirce in the science education of'boys and girls occurs
within the science cla4rciOrtis. Research shows that girls have fewer_experieticerith the.
instruments, materials, or techniques of science. This difference must be addressed by every
science terechef in every science classroom to eliminate inequalities in science education." As
long ag the majority of our citizens have fewer otipottunities to observe natural phenomena. to
use scientific iniiirumdrit's to perform science experiments. or to go on science-related field

'l trips. they are di Odvantaged iv terms of their science education.
. . ;
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The Disadvantaged Majority: Scielte Education of Women

Our children and oui students are participants in a eomplex process that equips one sex with
math, science, and tethnical skills indispensable to functioning in the adult world, while it
Nils to encourage the same development the other sex. Although the lives of individual
women are the most negatively and directly affected, the, loss to both sexes is immense.
(SkOlniCk, Langb 0 trt & Day; 1982; p. 2) .

Introduction
A

In the United States women comprise approidmately 50% of the work force, yet only 9% are
employed as scientists and engineers: rectors contributing to this situation have been analyzed
in reseatdh studies in both the United Statesiand Great Britain. Explanations for thelack of

) women Science have ranged from differences in spatial abilities linked to a sex-linked gene
(Head; 107:9) to differences in early childhood toys and games (Hardin & Dede; 1973): Although
societaLjdUcationtil; and personal factors are all involved; differences- within the science
classroom May be the basic reason vahy feweavoinewstudy science or pursue scientific careers;

Rationale
Alth4igh.die lack of women in advanded science courses and in scientific and technological

careers is accepted; the causes of this satiation are argued: Some maintain that society itself is
responsib ; others-argue that, biological differences are the reason; still others suggest that
Western c Mire is at fault: The pervasiveness of the problem and the complexity of its under-
lying cans defy simple solutions: In the past; researchers have examined sociological; cultural,

oiniucational factors in isolatiOn. Although their studies have explicated the coin-
, plexity of t eroblem; they have provided few pragmatic solutions.

This p rex sytithesizes previous research from sociology, science education, mathematics
' education nil psycholdgy with current data from the National Assessment of Educational

Progress EP) in the attempt to identify causes and to formulate practical solutions.

Problem.
.=The 1977 4.fictional Assessment of Educational Progress' survey of science contained items

assessing bet troderstanding of scierke and attitudes toward science (NAEP,,1978a). Achieve-
ment differen s have been found between boys and girls at ages 9, 14:%and 17. Girls average
between 1.6 an '2.5 percentage points:helow the national mean on every cognitive item. In order
to understand ese achievement differences, miSponseS to questions concerning attitudes to- '''
ward,ppportun tiesin, and beliefs about sciencethave been analyzed (Kahle & Lakes, in press).
Girls' I-response' to 'National Assessment items concerning opinions of science classed and
/eelings towaidi cience 'aS a career are consiStentlirt. negative (NAE, 1978b). Thirteen and...:
especially, 17- old girls respond that science courses consist of 'eactste mernorite,' and they

.describe scienc lasses asl'boring.': Girls also answer 4iatlher do not like tdattend scienceJ
classes and arc'ef nafraid to ask questions. Ajtliough 9-year-old girls respond that science does

' not mak them lee 'successful,' most of their feelings are positive and comparable to-those of
9-yearzo d n ibo .' Ho ever, by ages 13 and 17, girls state that not only doeS science fail to instill
feelings of 'contid e,' 'success,' or 'curiosity,' but also that: -it makes them feel `sWpid.'. ..

Responding to quest rts concerning science as a career choice, 13 and 17-year-old girls feel that
working in science _w s Id not 'be fun,' would be loo'rntic. h work,' and would not be an endeavor;;
they 'Could do well.' addition, fe`i.v girls than boys want to 'work with scientists to solve '..
problelris,"fnake'fiej studies; or 'read science aitiCles! They are less interested in learning.
about science careers.

1 ,
Additional resptin es provide insights into the girls' perceptio4s of iscience and its impact

I
on their everyday livls. or example, 17-year-old females find science useful; in choosing foods
and vitamineas wall'es n cooking; but they,,/do not consider science involved in driving a car.
Additional data indieat 'Plat neither 13- nor 17-year-old girls. think that they usqscientific.... .
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methods in solving prpblems or in planning their lives. Generally, secondary school girls have
little faith in scidnce's ability to solve problems concerning agriculture, meteorology, energy,
warfare; overpopulation, and conservation. Female responses to attitudinal items Overwhelm,
ingly document poorer attitudes toward science,.less understanding of science, and less interest
in scientific careers.

9

. Research
Since poor attitudes are directly related to tosser achievement lexels (McClosky, 1976) and

to loWer enrollments in elective science courses; factors contributing to negative atiittides must
be nnderstood and ameliorated; Three types of factors have been identified: social (role models
and sex rolestereotyping); educational (enrollment patterns; parent/teacher expectations; class-
room and extracurricular activities); and personY (spatial visualization): These specific factors
have been- selected because research substahliates their effects nn the learnigg of science by
women.

)
.-
14

Societal Factors i.
i

One iocietal factor affecting attitudes toward, agbievernent in, and attritio n from science by
women may be, the lack of role models (VanFossen,11977; Smith, 1974; Graham,I1970). In 1950
the U,S, Department of Labor reported that women were primarily employed in only 20 9f the
4200s listed in the census of occupations; by 1970 that fact had not changed (U.S. Department
pf Labor; 1980).Skolnick: et al. (1982) relata that although women constitute 71% of teachers and

-2-99%. of sepretariet, tyey make up only 4% of engineers dnd 1..2% of electricians. In secondary
*schools. only 24% of science teachers are women. and it may be assumed that most of them teach
biologT Female role models ar&ritit prevalent in science: ,..'

flawever.-Vockell and Lobonc (1981) in a study of coeducational,and girls"schools found
that the presence or absence of female science teachers did not influence girls' enrollment or
achievement in science, Rather, they'founci evidente that stmrple stereotypes were instrumental
in influencing girls' _choices of science courses and careers. They studied theqffectiqf a female's
;perception of a field as 'inasculine,"femjrhine,' or 'neutral' on her academic and career choes
using subjects enrolled in coeducational public schools and in girls' schools, run by religius
orders.

Girls in public schools selected subjects traditionally viewed as 'masculine' such as calcur
lus, chemistry, and physics less often than males; and in spite of equal abilities, they perfbrmed
less vtgli tl* their male peers. Concommitantly; fewer indicated an interest in 'Masculine'
careers such as engineer, physicist, or mathematician. Other science areas titditionally are
stereotyped as 'neutral;' these include most medial and the biological areas. Girls in coeduca-
tional schools enrolled and ,performed well in biology courses and indicated strong'desires for
careers in the life sciences.

In single sex schools, the differences noted above were not found. In an environment where ,
they were. not socially ostraciz ed for success in a field perceived As !masculine,' girls enrolled
and achieved in physical science and in mathematics as well as in the natural sciences. In
addition .4 they indicated interest in a range of sttentific and technical careers.

Studies in GrdatBritain.also report the effect of sex stereotyping on the enrollments of girls
in science; partic'ularly physical scienee, classes (Ormerod, 197.5; Entwistk& Duckworth, 1977). °
Research in this area suggests that sex stereotyping is more marked in coeducational schools
because students irithat environment are more likely to "acquire a perceive"! gender" (Entwistle
& Duckdcrorth, 1977: pz 70):

Educational Factors
Bowye Linn & Stage (1980) report that the differences in male and female achievement

scores on the two recent National Assessment surveys in science and mathematics are directly
proportiodal to the number of semester hours taken in science and mathematics caurses. For
example, on the whole, females take one-third of a semester less mathematics and one-half of a
semester less science than males, and this fact alone accounts for the achievement differences.

4
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As Fox (1980) explains, cOrnpaAsens of mathematical ability between 17-year-old boys and girls
are truly comparisons betwe students Oith 3-4 years of mathematics and those with 1-2 years
of math. In a typical' school sh.ict girls may outnumber boys in advanced eighth grade math
classes; but by twelfth grad wice as many boys as girlslire enrolled in calculus (Skolnick, et al.,
1982). Many researchentink that 119 lack, of courses in m thematics effectively eliminates
most women from caretvp in the sciences (Iker, 1980; NSF, I 0; Boywer, in Trowbridge, et al.,.1 1981). Lack of trail-lin:tin mathematics may explain Head's findings that although 'females

° comprise over 7 irpl:Of all_ students in higher education in gland, they account for less than
ore of every seve dert duates in physics and for fewer than one in six in chemistry (Head,

's country, differences in number of mathematics courses
b a

1979). Skolnick. et uggest that in thi
may explain why twice as many college-bound senior boys as girls have had three years of
physical science. Typically, a girl ...vho wisheg to pursue advanced sciencecourses finds her fear \
that 'girls don't..befome scientftts' reinforced clearly by the ratio of boys and girls in the
classroom (SkolniAL et al., 19LO, p. 40).

Differences in parent' and in teacher expectatimis also affect the performance and enro.117
. Ment patterns of women in science. Low parental expectation; evaluation, and encouragement

may discourage girjskftjam excel in scientific areas Graham, 1978; Kaminski; 197_6; F'ex,
1976). Bowyer states ilia bays in s of are "Valued for thinking logically, independents', with
self-confidence, and an appropria degree of risk takingt Girls, hoWever, are "valued for their
emotional -exprepsiveWss, sensit ._ ity to others, dependeny, and subjective thinking" (Bowyer;
in Trowbridge, et al.i 1981, p. '97). In t lerhentary school and high school; girls and boys interested
in science are treated differently by pareiliks .eind teachers. "Girls found ambivalence, lack of
encouragement, and messages at virliat they were doing was inappropriate, impractical, or
unacceptable. Boys encountered-Much- wider acceptance of their intentions as appropriate and
admirable, particularly irr tttrms:of f6ture economic status and -a successful career" (Brown,
Aldrich, & Hall, 1979, p. 1). As Skolnick, et al. (1984 explain, "While foriNeysgrarath arid science
successes can heighten masculine self-esteem, girls must walk a tight rope between pride in their
achieVement on the one hand and a threafto thfir feminine self-image and social support on the
When" (p. 42) - t '

Most critically, however, the recent national surveys enclicate inequities within the science
classroom: Although achievement difterentes in science between boys and girls are not apparent
until age 13, differential science experiettces are documented as early as age 9. Briefly, by age 9p
girls record significantly fewer opportunities to work With science materials and instruments, to
obserxrdnatural phenomena, and to participate in extracurricular science activities.

f In order to determine the reason for these disparities in science opportunities, a series of
Parallel questions was analyzed. For. example., responses to itents.such as 'Have you used a
balance?' and 'Would yoif like to,rkse a balance?' Were compared. Although many elementary
school girls report wanting to observe natural phenomena such as watching a, seetl sprout or
skeing the moon through a telescope the percentage of those, who have done so is much lower.
They also relate significantly fewer opportunities to use scientific instruments such as a meter
.gick, scale, telescope, microscope, compass, stopw4tch, and balance, although they wish to use
them. In addition, girls have fewer opportunities-th participate in common laboratory experi:
ences, although their interest in doing such activities is equal to the interest expressed 13# boys.
As a result, at age 17, or wften they graduate from secondary school, girls have had significantly
feVbfr opportunities to experimerit with magnets, electricity, heat, solar energy, and erosion
(NAEP, 197813). Furthermore, thers a clear difference in girls' participatioil in traditionally : .

feminine versus masculine tasks. Although secondary school girls respond far below the nation-'
al averages concerning eIperiences with electrical or mechanical tasks, they respond'above it in
number of times they have cared for an unhealthy plant Or animal. . .

A similar atialysis of extracurricular science activities also reveals marked differences
betWeen males and females at ages 13 anc17. Secondary school girls participate less often than"
boys i all extracurricular science activities assessed. Females range froth 1.3% to 7.6% below
the .na ionaLmean on ectivities such as atching TV science shows; reading books, magazines,
and ne spaper articles on science; and orking with science projects or hobbies (NAEP, 1978b).

I



In addition, although girls indicate an interest in taing a variety of science related field trips;
few girls have opportunities to do so. This lack of extracurricular science experiences aug-
ments the Overall deficiency in science for girls.4

..9."(. "tvPersonal Factors
,

A wide range of studies indicate that women are slightly more field dependent than men.
and others suggest that more women score on the external end of the locus of control scale.
However, fesearch has indicated that these differences are not extreme enough tp affect, the
entrance and success of women in science (Witkin, dal., 1977; Kahle, 1982). Another personal
variable has been suggested. According to Maceoby & Jacklin (1071); the average score of a group
of males is slightly higherthan that of a group of females on tests measuring spatial visualization.
Spatial visualization may: be ddfined as the ability to manipulate an object or pattern in the
imagination. Some researchers maintain that male splgkat abilities are responsible for the higher
achievement and interest levels boys express in math and science (Skolnick; et al., 1982).

Treagust's research concerning infralogical groupings suggests that lower science achievement
levels of 13 and 17-year-old girls are related to their slower developmenThf spatial visualization:
He maintains 'that lower spatial abilities of, teen-age girls are due to slower developmental
patterns rather than to the school curriculum which ih the lower grades is largely the same for all
students (Treagust, 1980).

However, two recent reports dispute his findings. First, Linn's (1982) meta-analysis of
spatial ability research by gender reveals no significant differences between males and females
before, during, or after puberty. In addition, the National Assessment data reported here indicIte
that girls and boys do not have equal experiences with science materialS within science class-
rooms; such opportunities are critical' in the development,of spatial abilities. Fenneman &
Sherman (1977) state that "covarying out the differentes between the sexes in number of space
related courses taken elimihates the sex-related differences in spatial visualization.' This is
consistent with the hypothesis that practice and relevant experience are factors in the difference
between the sexes in,spatial visualization" (p. 66). Skolnick, et al. 01982) maintain that experi-
ence with anipulative materials such as ctnstructing and examining three-dimensional Struc-
tures, grap ing, and modeling are critical to the development of spatial visualizatn skills.

Implications
Although societal, educational. and_pegsonal factors have been identified which affect the

science education of women, remedits are possible within the science classroom. The National
- ,kssessment data concerning girls' experierites with; activities iii; and understanding of science .A,

indicate that different teaching strategies must be adapted firi kindergarten through graduate
stool. For example, laboratory and deMonstration activities,ivincfrprovidespatiaLbxperiences

- may enhance the spatial abilities of remales. As Treagust (1980) points out; "A student with
poorly developed spatial abilities should not be taught priMarily by verbal means ip. 95).

.Skolnick, et al. (1982) suggest a variety of science activities wlfich range from recognizingsimilar? : shapes from different perspectives to converting two:diitrensional patterns to three-dimensioliaF
objects and vice versa. In addition, girls must be encoura*I to enroll in mechanical=drawing;
industrial education, and -other courses which have actAr4ties designed to develop spatial,
Abilities. 0 ..t.

. t II n

ItIn science counes, labora must bekcarefully structured so that girls act ly worts ,0i3.with science apparatus. Instrudt can pair boys ivith boys and.girls with girls during science
experiments and recruit females to do science demolistrlikins. According to Skolnick, et al.
(1982), "Single sex groups are inportant because girls have not had the informal math and
science experiences boys hive had and may beIntimidated in miked-rex competitions' (p. 55).

After girls have athieved more confidetice, teachers may implement mixed-sex groups.
Science teachers as well as school counselors and administrators' must guard' against

unconscious eir presentation of science courses and career or in their scheduling, of
science classes. F example; physic,s should nctcOnflidt with honors English, advanced French,

t *-
p . P.,a , ,
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,

en- other courses traditionally selected by girlS. The written and verbal use of non-sexist nguage
in the classroom as well as in the text and other instructional materials is critical. Fureffermore,
the contributions of women mist be portraojed seriously in narrative -es well as illustrativeimatiarials. The inclusion of women photographed in lab coats is inadequate; their real co tribuT la
rims must be disEussed. Research indicates that the sex-role #tereotypipg of scion as a
melculine endeavor is one of the most powerful deterrents to adolescent girli enrotlins and
excelling in-science courses. If the repeated message from teacher and text is that scientists are -
males, adolescent girls, unsure of their femininity, will shy away from science or; if en lolled;
perform poorly.

-.
Ssjance education for girls must be augmented also by extra - curricular science activities.

Boys may have greater opportunities for science activities through membership' in thOoyb
Scouts, Boys Clubs, or other groups. Participation iin-lhese groups maybe partially responsible
for the differences in held- trip experiences between boys and girls...Maletgroups are more likely
than their female cunterparts to visit weather stations and electric plants and' to db electrical
and mechanical prcts. - :,

Although the function of role models has been questioned in improving attitudes toward or
_,

in increasing the number of women in science; many studies suggest a positive effect. Recently
both the National Scitkice Foundation.(1982) and the American Association of PhysicsTeachepts ,

(1975) have developed. films and slide/tape presentations of women in science. Theseshmild be
,

included in the science curriculum: In addition; universities such as Stanford JJniversity and -o/
Massachusetts Institute of Technology have guccessfulty used undergraduate women in science
and engineering to recruit high school gills to those fields. Perhaps, the most effective role '`I
models for science classes are women or gills only a few stages ahead of one'is students ; GillS
might form science clubs at both the elementary and junior high levels to encourage those in fhe
lower grades; Social perceptions of acceptance andhelonging' could be fostera and perhaps
the negative attitudes developed between age 9 and 13 could be aratlioreted. During the early
high school years; girls should have the opportunity to speak withl'both collegiate undergraduate
and graduate wi51-nen in science as well as prO4essional female scientists and engineers.

. . . ; ..
, ° Summary ' . , $

. .;..-_-- ;

The rnajorityiof our citizens enroldin.fewer;scierice courses; perform few&tscience activi-
...

ties, achieve at lower levels in science'classes, uildqstand sisience less Well, and have negative
attitudes about the role of science in their limes and%'society. Research indicates the causes of
this situation; and a synthesis of research findings suggests posk.ible solutioos. The strategies.
suggested in this paper to afieviate this situation ism occur in.every science classroom. Con-
scious efforts may be need4d. in the beginning; but -as students, teachers, aounselors
admVstrators practice these s,t' ategies, they will become routine. The recognition of irrequitiTIF
in science clessrooms mate im lementation of remedial instructional and curricular strategies

(I
etcators of science teachers should be cogni ant otrtnheosfewsrateengieSsc.
is a critical first step in improving e science

1,-

,-
ietice teachers as well as
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